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Introduction 
 
1. First Covenant Church Gospel Artist in Residence Robert Robinson has been away this summer 

and will be returning on August 28. We have missed his presence and the gospel choir as well! In 
thinking about Robert I had a flashback to nearly 10 years ago when I was a Worship Arts Pastor 
for a large church and managing and producing projects for Robert including his Christmas tour.  
 
The memory was playing to a full house at Bethel University’s auditorium in Arden Hills with 
Robert telling a story about his family and how gospel music shaped their household and stages 
across Minnesota. He commented about how his brother drummed for all of his shows…and, right 
as he named his brother the audience began to snicker because the only drummer on the stage of 
that show was a tall white bald guy named Dan Collison. Without turning around to look at me or 
barely missing a beat, Robert picked up on the belief gap between what he was saying and what 
the audience was seeing and said, “Oh, right, him. Dan. Well, Dan is my brother from another 
mother. 
 

2. I remember that moment well because I had multiple jobs and roles at the time: Husband, father, 
full time Worship Arts Pastor at a large Church, manager and producer for my wife Holly and 
regional Gospel Artist Robert Robinson, and a doctoral student. Some of you may look at me 
cross-eyed for saying what I am going to say, but life was good! It fit me. And, for the occasional 
scheduling challenges, Holly and the boys were energized by the continual stream of activities, 
recording sessions, concerts, guests in our home, concert tours, piles of books to read and papers 
to write, and busy life at the church.  
 
Looking back, I realize that the freakishly large amount of work was possible because it was 
integrated around vocational themes and people that gave me energy, and the themes were this: 
creating meaning and living mission through music and relational connections in the arts world. 
 

3. Fast forward to First Covenant, Downtown Minneapolis, re-birthing our church community with 
many of you here between 2009-2016, shifting from the arts to pastoral leadership, teaching, and 
leadership in the business community for civic good---my new vocational frame has evolved to 
include creating meaning and living mission by bringing people together across sectors for the 
purpose of human flourishing. And, my vocational identity has found another brother by another 
mother who is a pastor in the Bronx New, York: Michael Carrion 
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Michael is a colleague in the Covenant Church denomination whom we are affiliated with. And, I 
realized that he was a brother because of some shared jobs, career and vocational pursuits 
between us. Remember that in our teaching series we have discussed the subtle but important 
differences between jobs which tends to be repetitive, careers as the ever widening pursuit of 
advancement in specific fields, and vocation as the larger themes we feel compelled to give our 
energy to whether paid or unpaid and in dialogue with the various kinds of jobs or careers we 
choose. 
 
I heard the other brother from another mother Pastor Michael Carrion speak on the topic of “Urban 
Church planting” and felt, that while the Bronx is a very different context and we have lots of 
differences, functionally, I saw in Michael a mirror of myself. He is a husband, a father, the lead 
pastor of Promise Land Covenant Church, Superintendent of Academy of Promise Elementary 
Charter School that meets in their church building and helps support the cost of the building, 
Deputy Director of Vocational Rehabilitation Services at Fedcap, a $171 million dollar non-profit 
socio-economic organization in Manhattan, and a regional church planting coach. 
 
To know Michael is to know an ecosystem of diverse socio-spiritual love of people, and one busy 
pastor who seems to thrive in the mix of jobs and careers. 
 

4. I share these opening thoughts because while having had bi-vocational career paths in motion as 
a pastor and civic leader for years now, I continue to get strange looks when I tell people the 
various roles I am privileged to hold. And, that is so odd to me because churches are increasing 
led by bi-vocational pastors and black and Latino churches have historically had more bi-
vocational pastors than full time pastors by a wide percentage.  
 
On top of that, the massive shifts in church attendance and widening value gap between the Baby 
Boomer Generation and the Millennials as to what they are willing to pay for with church buildings 
and pastor salaries, has created a completely new moment in American Christianity where 
seminary degrees no longer guarantee full time work for anyone regardless of your competencies, 
connections, cultural and socio-economic background. Seminaries, conservative, progressive, and 
everything in between are in trouble must re-imagine and re-invent to survive.  
 
And, churches as well.  

 
5. The teaching team was insistent that we include today’s topic in our work life series to help 

us be discerning and wise about the opportunities and challenges of working more than one job 
and, as Christ followers be open to fresh thinking about the ways our faith can be formed by non-
religious work and non-religious work can be formed by our faith.  
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The three viewing angles we are going to take today are based upon well-known vocational 
perspectives and personalities found in Scripture: 
 

• The ethic of providing for our families. 
• The Apostle Paul’s practice of working a second job to be generous and for the sake of 

supporting the mission of Christ. 
• The story of Esther as one of many God followers in Scripture who made themselves 

available to enter complex multi-layered leadership roles at a key moment in time.    
 
A To Be a Faithful Provider 
 
1. One doesn’t have to look to Scripture to understand why most people work multiple jobs: to 

provide for their families. But, this idea is in Scripture and something that the Apostle Paul spoke 
with a sense of urgency in his first letter to his protégé’ Timothy. The context was instruction about 
how younger people are to treat older people, instruction for widows, the problem of idleness, and 
then this this rebuke: 

 
8 Anyone who does not provide for their relatives, and especially for their own household, has 
denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.  

 
1 Timothy 5:8a. NIV. 

 
“The faith” Paul refers to here is our commitment to believe in and live like Jesus who was 
generous beyond measure not only to those around him, but to the stranger and enemy as well. 
And, Paul’s reference to unbelievers, while being irritating in the way one could easily be 
judgemental and grossly mis-representative of the general character of people who are not 
Christians, the larger point is not so much about the character of unbelievers as much as how 
believers are to act in their most basic commitments to their loved ones.  
 

2. Speaking personally, I had profound examples of parents who worked two or more jobs to provide 
for our family. My father started several fledgling businesses that struggled but eventually found 
success in the social service world and in providing foster care for adults with disabilities. The 
years of running a flower shop, then a small grocery story in the small village of Conklin in 
southwest Michigan were lean years. My mother was a registered nurse who had to constantly 
pick up shifts and take home care jobs on the side as well. Between the two of them, it seems that 
they were always working three and four jobs to pay the bills that never seemed to wane. Only 
looking back did I realize that getting underwear, socks, and shampoo for Christmas was because 
the basics were the best they could do at that time. 
 
One of the non-paid jobs my father had to do in Conklin, the village of 200 people if you counted 
their pets, was lead truck driver fireman for the Conklin Fire Department. He had to do this job 
because he was the person closest to the fire truck barn about 50 yards from our house! My father 
was many things, including one of the most hard working souls on the planet, but being a fireman 
was not his best job, career or vocational calling. He told the department firemen that it wasn’t in 
his gift set to be a fireman and that he didn’t know how to talk on the CB and with technical 
operational language, or operate the pumps and hoses. But, they told him none of that mattered-
just be available to drive the truck.  
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I remember him having the fire department dispatch radio next to his bed and thinking “what will 
he do if there is actually a fire.” One night (you guessed it) after midnight there was a huge fire of 
a house in town and only a few blocks from our house. And, my father raced the truck to the fire, 
took one look at the house completely engulfed in flames, and forgetting all protocol grabbed the 
CB radio and yelled “Heeeellllp!” “Heeeelllp!” “Fiiiirre”! Over and over!  Apparently, that worked 
because four other fire departments responded. 
  
Dad loved to retell that story! And, the constant faithful scramble that I saw in my parents is 
repeated by extraordinary everyday people who work incredible hard, even in jobs they are not 
that great at, to serve their families and their communities…all with the goal of being faithful 
providers.  
 

The Apostle Paul taught such things as being paramount to being able to call ourselves Christ 
followers. A second observation from Scripture on today’s theme is the fact that Paul lived a bi-
vocational life himself in order to be a generous supporter of the mission of Christ. 
 
B. To Be a Generous Supporter of the Mission of Christ 
 
1. There are five references to Paul’s second job in the New Testament.1 In Acts chapter 20 he was 

making his final trip to Rome and saying goodbyes because everyone realized that he would 
never see his friends again in light of his incarnation and forthcoming trial in Rome. Paul was 
incarcerated for stirring up trouble in some of the sects of his religion of his origin that led to social 
unrest. While saying farewell he concluded his remarks saying:   

 
32 “Now I commit you to God and to the word of his grace, which can build you up and give 
you an inheritance among all those who are sanctified. 33 I have not coveted anyone’s silver or 
gold or clothing. 34 You yourselves know that these hands of mine have supplied my own 
needs and the needs of my companions. 35 In everything I did, I showed you that by this kind 
of hard work we must help the weak, remembering the words the Lord Jesus himself said: ‘It 
is more blessed to give than to receive.’ ” 

 
Acts 20:32-35, NIV 

 
In Paul’s second letter to the church in Thessalonica he spoke again of his desire to work an 
additional job to pay for his own expenses: 

 
We were not idle when we were with you, 8 nor did we eat anyone’s food without paying for it. 
On the contrary, we worked night and day, laboring and toiling so that we would not be a 
burden to any of you. 9 We did this, not because we do not have the right to such help, but in 
order to offer ourselves as a model for you to imitate. 

 
2 Thessalonians 3:7b-9. NIV 

 
2. The balance of these two passages tell us that Paul recognized the financial pressures of the 

young fledgling churches, and loved the mission of Christ so much, that he chose to work as many 

                                                
1 Acts 18:2-3. Acts 20:34; 1 Corinthians 4:12; 1 Thessalonians 2:9; 2 Thessalonians 3:7-9. 
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jobs as necessary to support himself and not be a burden to the churches. And, he went so far as 
to assume this a good model for Christian vocational service.  
 

3. One of the topics not discussed in Paul’s bi-vocational pursuits is when jobs or institutions either 
come into conflict or have potential conflicts of interest. Making tents and starting churches is one 
thing. But, what if your second job is more complicated than making tents? My pastoral colleagues 
work as elected politicians, teachers, civic leaders, company owners, truck drivers, salespeople, 
real estate agents, and CEOs of non-profits.  

 
Recently, I came across an article in our denominational magazine titled “When Ministers 
Moonlight.”2 “If they had to pay me fulltime, our church would not exist today,” says AJ Jones, 
pastor of City of Hope Covenant Church. The article went on to cite that only 62.2% of churches in 
the United States have a full time pastor, down from 71.4% in 2010—a ten point drop in only five 
years. No wonder pastors cited in the article such as Glenn Rounseville work as a Covenant 
pastor, hospital chaplain, youth minister, bookstore clerk, jewelry maker, and handyman. 
Rounseville said,“If bi-vocational ministry was good enough for Paul, its good enough for me.” 
 
The article provides important insights into how important it is to set boundaries and ethics about 
having two or more jobs, the benefits to mission by having pastoral leaders in the marketplace, 
and the challenges of when institutions do not always align perfectly across jobs.  

 
4. This is a relevant topic to more than pastors, though. Every single one of us will, at some point in 

our lives, work for companies and organizations that we or some aspect of our faith don’t align. It 
is in navigating these normal tensions of difference that we are invited to be an example of the 
kind of generous and empathic person who reflects the likeness of Christ. 

 
As a pastor and business-civic leader, I know first hand the tensions and grey spaces of being one 
person who represents multiple organizations. It demands that I constantly baseline ethics and 
reach for personal integration such that I steer away from being a sell out or hypocrite to those I 
am hired to serve.  
 
For the most part I find that my business civic work is refined by the deeply social themes of 
Christian faith marked by compassion, mercy and justice. And, I find the church work refined by 
the diverse perspectives of the broader world that balance and inform some of the frailties of my 
Christian religion.  

 
So, why do so many people intentionally choose to live in such complexity and tensions? Why not just 
keep to ourselves and away from anyone or anything that we do not agree with on all points? Well, 
historically, some God followers have chosen such complexity in order to be available to God, and to 
be available to others at a key moment in time. 
 
C. To Be Available at a Key Moment In Time  
 
1. Along with Paul and several other disciples of Jesus in the first century--Joseph, Moses, The 

Judges including Debra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and Esther lived their lives in various states of 
multiple jobs and careers layered underneath their vocational themes. They did so because they 

                                                
2 http://covenantcompanion.com/2016/05/02/when-ministers-moonlight/ (accessed 8-13-16) 
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recognized that they were being invited to something larger than themselves in a specific moment 
that demanded action. 
 

2. The backstory on Esther is that, though she was Jewish and a discriminated minority in the 
Persian Empire, she was chosen by the King of Persia because of her beauty and composure. 
The King of Persia was not aware of or concerned about her cultural background until a moment 
of crisis arose that put one of his leading officials, Haman, at odds with his chosen queen. Hamen 
hated Mordecai, Esther’s Jewish uncle, so much that he passed a law approving genocide of all 
Jews in the Persian Empire. Esther was forced to make a choice—either let her identity remain 
hidden to keep herself safe but watch her cultural group be destroyed, or take the risk of being 
killed for approaching the King without being invited in order to bring up her cause.  

 
Esther was stuck in an institutional dilemma and this is what is considered the turning point in her 
story: 

 
12 When Esther’s words were reported to Mordecai, 13 he sent back this answer: “Do not think 
that because you are in the king’s house you alone of all the Jews will escape. 14 For if you 
remain silent at this time, relief and deliverance for the Jews will arise from another place, but 
you and your father’s family will perish. And who knows but that you have come to your royal 
position for such a time as this?” 
 

Esther 4:12-14. NIV 
 
3. Esther took the risk, was received by the King, the plot was exposed, and while the outcome 

resulted a victory for the Jewish people and a ton of violence on all sides, the personal vocational 
lesson of Esther is what stands alone as something of great importance. And, the lesson is this, 
which I also articulated in a sermon earlier in this series: 

 
God followers will be drawn into God’s larger narrative of the renewal of all things. Vocational 
themes of compassion, mercy, justice, liberation, faith, hope, love, courage, really anything 
that is near the center point of where God meets human need (with Jesus and the pure 
archetype) is going to be, one way or another, in everyone’s playbook. American writer and 
theologian Frederick Buechner amplified a sentiment of Aristotle when he said: “The place God 
calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.”34  

 
So, we have to ask ourselves everyday—am I willing to make myself available to God for what is 
happening in this moment? Can I do something, even if it is small, to participate in that nexus of God 
and human need? 
 
Conclusion 
 
1. These perspectives are baseline considerations for our faith and a shared commonality in our 

pursuit of vocational themes. And, these are a few more reasons why we would choose to have 
multiple jobs and careers even when they invite increased complexity and travail into our lives.  

 

                                                
3 Frederick Buechner, Wishful Thinking: A Theological ABC. 
4 Quoted from my sermon “What’s My Vocation” preached on June 19, 2016. 
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2. I will be the first to admit that it takes a certain kind of personality to navigate and juggle two or 
more jobs and if you have the choice, it may not be a good or healthy decision for a majority of 
people. On the other hand, if we are drawn either by desire or by necessity to bi-vocational 
pursuits it is important to recognize that people have done so for dozens of reasons throughout 
history and do so now for reasons that include being a faithful supporter of their families, to be a 
generous supporter of the mission of Christ, and to be available to God at a key moment in time. 

 
Prayer 
 
God of rest and God of work, and God who is with us while we work multiple jobs at the same time—
help us to be wise about the opportunities and challenges of taking on multiple roles and 
responsibilities. Help us, as Christ followers, to reach for integrated lives that honor and love you and 
honor and love our neighbors.  
 
In Jesus Name. Amen.  
 
 
Benediction 
 
As our week now begins, may we see our jobs, careers and vocations as a pilgrimage of identity and 
important invitations to think anew about the way our faith is formed by our work and our work is 
formed by our faith. 
 
Go in Peace. Amen 


